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				      		Award-winning motoring journalist, broadcaster, author and campaigner  
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  Quentin Willson is an award-winning motoring journalist and transport campaigner. He presented Top Gear for a decade along with many other motoring and consumer shows. He’s written for numerous national publications, and campaigned tirelessly on behalf of Britain's 40 million drivers.
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  TV
Take a look at Quentin’s television work along with some classic clips
TV clips ›
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  SPEAKING AND HOSTING
Quentin is a regular conference host and after dinner speaker on a wide range of subjects
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  BOOKS
Browse the bookshop and an an array of motoring books written by Quentin 
View All Books › 































  Electric Cars
 Quentin has been campaigning for, promoting and owning electric cars for over a decade
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  SPEAKING AND HOSTING

Quentin is a regular conference host and after dinner speaker on a wide range of subjects. He’s worked with the DVLA, Barclays Bank, HSBC, BT, TK Maxx, Calor Gas, Shell, BP, The RAC, Hewlett Packard, Schroders, J. Walter Thompson, Ford, Volkswagen, Citroen, Chrysler, Jaguar, Land Rover, AVL and many other blue-chip names.
His simple, naturalistic presenting style and writing talent brings clarity and wit to keynote speeches, after dinner events, corporate videos and DVDs. 
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